Introduction and Motivation
• Application-specific nature of sensor networks
• Two main classes (based on applications) • Homogeneous sensor network
• Nodes randomly deployed, remote base station
• Single hop clusters, aggregation at the cluster heads
• Single hopping from cluster heads to the base station
• Cluster head rotation for load balancing
• Minimize the average energy spent by each node to determine the required number of cluster heads
• Requires complex hardware in each of the nodes Related Work (contd.)
Minimizing communication energy by Bandyopadhyay and Coyle
(Infocom'03)
• Homogeneous sensor network
• Nodes randomly deployed, central base station
• Multi-hop clusters, aggregation at the cluster heads
• Multi-hopping from the cluster heads to the base station
• Minimize the average energy spent in the entire network to determine the required number of cluster heads
• Does not take into account hot-spot formation around cluster heads and base station • Base station located at a distance H from the region of interest
• Two types of nodes; type 0 and type 1
• Type 0 nodes: simple hardware, sensing and multi-hopping (r)
• Type 1 nodes: complex hardware, data aggregation, long range transmissions
• Ensure lifetime of T cycles a Random deployment considered in extended version, to appear in IEEE TMC.
Problem Formulation (contd.)
• Objective function:
• Battery cost, βE i plus hardware cost, α i
• Each data gathering cycle lasts for τ seconds
• Node radio ON during this period, i.e., IDLE mode (required for multi-hopping)
• Radio propagation model E t (x) = µx k (k between 2 to 4)
• Energy spent in the IDLE mode l J/second
• No additional energy spent on packet reception, no packet collisions Problem Formulation (contd.)
• Multi-hopping within clusters ⇒ hot-spot formation
• Constraints I and II: Battery energy dimensioning, lifetime and critical nodes
• Constraint III: Connectivity coverage requirement with node separation of r
that minimizes the total cost
Problem:
• Use the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker theorem
• In the optimal solution, inequalities reduce to equalities, since we get µ 1 , µ 2 > 0
Results
Solution:
Since base station is remote, H >> r
Asymptotic behavior of n 1 :
• Since k > 0, n 1 scales slower than N , we get n 0 = N − n 1 ≈ N
• n 1 scales as n 0 1− k 4 , where k is the propagation loss exponent
• Dependence on hardware cost difference, α 1 − α 0
• Substitute n 0 and n 1 to obtain E 0 and E 1 • Random deployment of nodes, 2-D homogeneous Poisson process
• Each cluster is a Voronoi cell 
